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Orexin/Hypocretin Modulates Response of Ventral
Tegmental Dopamine Neurons to Prefrontal Activation:
Diurnal Influences
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Department of Neurosciences, Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston, South Carolina 29425

Recent studies show that glutamate and orexin (ORX, also known as hypocretin) inputs to the ventral tegmental area (VTA) dopamine
(DA) cell region are essential for conditioned behavioral responses to reward-associated stimuli. In vitro experiments showed that ORX
inputs to VTA potentiate responses of DA neurons to glutamate inputs, but it has remained unclear which glutamate inputs are modu-
lated by ORX. The medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) is a good candidate, given its role in processing complex stimulus–response infor-
mation and its reciprocal connections with VTA DA neurons. Here we used in vivo recordings in anesthetized rats to investigate the
responses of VTA DA neurons to mPFC stimulation, and how these responses are modulated by ORX. We demonstrate that mPFC
stimulation evokes short- and long-latency excitation and inhibition in DA neurons. Maximal short-latency excitatory responses origi-
nated from stimulation sites in ventral prelimbic/infralimbic cortex, and were significantly more frequent during the active than during
the rest period of the diurnal cycle. Application of ORX onto VTA DA neurons increased baseline activity and augmented or revealed
excitatory responses to mPFC stimulation independent of changes in baseline activity, and without consistently affecting inhibitory
responses. Moreover, orexin-1 receptor antagonism decreased tonic DA cell activity in active- but not rest-period animals, confirming a
diurnal influence of ORX. These results indicate that ORX potently influences DA neuron activity, in part by modulating responses to
mPFC inputs. By regulating prefrontal control of DA release, ORX projections to VTA may shape motivated behaviors in response to
conditioned stimuli.

Introduction
Dopamine (DA) neurons in ventral tegmental area (VTA) are
important for reward-driven behavior (Wise, 2004). Rewards or
reward-predicting stimuli activate DA neurons (Pan et al., 2005;
Roesch et al., 2007; Schultz, 2007), and elevate DA in nucleus
accumbens and prefrontal cortex (Phillips et al., 2008; Wheeler
and Carelli, 2009). Glutamate release in VTA controls DA neuron
activity and DA release in VTA targets (Mereu et al., 1991; Johnson
and North, 1992; Overton and Clark, 1997; Georges and Aston-
Jones, 2002; Grace et al., 2007; Geisler and Wise, 2008). Glutamate
transmission and plasticity in VTA are essential for reward-driven
behaviors, including drug seeking (Harris and Aston-Jones, 2003;
Saal et al., 2003; Harris et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2005; Kauer and
Malenka, 2007; You et al., 2007).

The medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) provides direct gluta-
mate innervation of DA and GABA neurons in VTA (Sesack et al.,
1989, 2003; Sesack and Pickel, 1992; Carr and Sesack, 2000; Geisler et
al., 2007). mPFC stimulation releases glutamate in VTA, activates
VTA neurons (Gariano and Groves, 1988; Murase et al., 1993;

Tong et al., 1996; Rossetti et al., 1998; Massi et al., 2008), and
releases DA (Taber et al., 1995; Karreman and Moghaddam,
1996; You et al., 1998). Previous studies revealed predomi-
nantly long-latency (�100 ms) responses of VTA DA neurons
to PFC stimulation, leading to the view that PFC influence on
VTA was primarily indirect (Gariano and Groves, 1988; Tong
et al., 1996). However, the prominent mPFC projection di-
rectly to the VTA (Geisler et al., 2007) prompted us to rein-
vestigate this relationship.

The orexin/hypocretin (ORX) system also has been impli-
cated in reward behaviors (Aston-Jones et al., 2010), in addition
to its role in arousal (Sutcliffe and de Lecea, 2002; Sakurai, 2007).
The ORX projection from lateral hypothalamus (LH) to VTA is
important for seeking both natural and drug rewards (Harris et
al., 2005; Narita et al., 2006; Harris et al., 2007; Zheng et al., 2007;
España et al., 2010). VTA DA neurons are activated by ORX in
vitro (Korotkova et al., 2003) and in vivo (Muschamp et al., 2007;
Vittoz et al., 2008), and ORX intracerebroventricularly or in VTA
increases DA release in PFC and NAc (Narita et al., 2006; Vittoz
and Berridge, 2006).

ORX has strong interactions with glutamate in VTA. Borgland
et al. (2006) showed that cocaine-induced plasticity in VTA
DA neurons depends upon ORX inputs and that ORX adminis-
tration to midbrain slices produced a late-phase glutamate-
dependent long-term potentiation in DA neurons. Additional
work found that ORX increased presynaptic glutamate release
onto VTA DA neurons in slices from rats that self-administered
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salient rewards such as high-fat food or cocaine (Borgland et al.,
2009). These in vitro studies did not specify which glutamatergic
afferents ORX interacts with to facilitate DA neuron activity.
Here we used extracellular recordings in anesthetized rats to in-
vestigate the hypothesis that ORX acts, at least in part, on mPFC
projections to VTA DA neurons, with the goal of providing a
framework for better understanding the circuitry involved in
reward-seeking behaviors.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Male Sprague Dawley rats (�300 – 400 g; Charles River; n �
101) were used in these experiments. Rats were pair-housed under
temperature- and humidity-controlled conditions and allowed ad libi-
tum access to commercial chow and tap water. Rats recorded during the
dark phase were housed in a reverse-cycle environment (lights off from
9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.). Rats recorded during the light (rest) phase were
housed in a regular-cycle environment (lights on from 7:00 A.M. to 7:00
P.M.). Recordings typically lasted �6 h and were performed within the
12 h temporal confines of each respective diurnal phase. As in previous
studies (Luo et al., 2008), for recordings during the dark phase, animals
were transferred from their housing cages to a darkened surgical area in
covered transfer cages. Following the induction of anesthesia, black elec-
trical tape was placed over the animals’ eyes to ensure they were not
exposed to photic input once room lights were reilluminated, and their
eyes remained occluded in this way throughout surgery and the remain-
der of the experiment. All protocols and procedures followed National
Institute of Health guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals,
and were approved by the Medical University of South Carolina Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Surgery. Animals were initially anesthetized with isoflurane in a closed
container, and then with 2.5% isoflurane in air delivered through a face
mask. A tracheotomy was performed and 2.0 –2.5% isoflurane was deliv-
ered through a tracheal cannula via spontaneous respiration for surgical
procedures. Animals were placed in a stereotaxic frame, and body tem-
perature was maintained at �37°C using a thermistor-controlled electric
heating pad. All incision points were infiltrated with a long-lasting anes-
thetic (2% lidocaine). The skull was exposed, and holes were drilled
above the mPFC (2.7–3.4 mm rostral and 0.4 – 0.8 mm lateral to bregma)
and the VTA (window: 5.1– 6.3 mm caudal and 0.5–1.0 lateral to
bregma). Some VTA windows were located 2 mm lateral to midline, and
recording pipettes were angled 10° from vertical.

Electrical stimulation of mPFC. Stimulation of mPFC was conducted
with a bipolar concentric electrode (250 �m in diameter overall; 50 �m
diameter for inner electrode, which extended 100 �m beyond the outer
electrode; FHC). This electrode was inserted into mPFC [target location:
prelimbic (PL)/infralimbic (IL) interface: 4.5 DV from skull surface].
Electrical stimulation (0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mA, 0.5 Hz, 0.5 ms duration
pulses) was administered using the output of a CED 1401 Plus computer
interface under control of Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic De-
sign) and a stimulus isolator (ISO-Flex, A.M.P.I., Alomone Labs).

Ventral tegmental area recordings and microinfusion of orexin-A and SB
334867. During recording experiments, the concentration of isoflurane
was kept at 1.0 –1.5%. A double-barrel pipette assembly similar to that
described previously (Akaoka and Aston-Jones, 1991; Georges and
Aston-Jones, 2002) was used for recording VTA spike activity with si-
multaneous local microinjection of drugs. The recording micropipette
(tip diameter, 1–3 �m; 10 –30 M�) was filled with a 1.5% biotinamide
(Invitrogen) solution in 0.5 M sodium acetate. The injection pipette (tip
�40 – 60 �m in diameter, offset �100 �m behind recording pipette tip)
was filled with orexin-A [ORX-A; Tocris Bioscience; 1–100 �M in artifi-
cial CSF (ACSF), most commonly 1.4 �M], the orexin 1 receptor
(ORX1R) antagonist SB 334867 (SB; generously donated by Eli Lilly; 100
�M in ACSF), or ACSF. The double-barrel assembly was lowered into
VTA, and DA neurons were identified according to well established elec-
trophysiological criteria (Guyenet and Aghajanian, 1978; Grace and
Bunney, 1983, 1984; Tepper et al., 1984; Chiodo, 1988; Ungless et al.,
2004). These included (1) action potential with biphasic or triphasic
waveform �2.5 ms in duration, (2) �1.1 ms from spike onset to negative

trough, and (3) slow spontaneous firing rate [�12 spikes/second (sp/s)].
Note that 12 sp/s was used as a criterion rather than the more commonly
used 10 sp/s, as a small number (nine) of otherwise DA-like neurons
exhibited baseline firing rates between 10 and 12 sp/s. Neurons firing at
rates above 12 sp/s had clearly non-DAergic waveforms and fired at rates
of 20 sp/s and higher. Signals were amplified and filtered (0.03–5 kHz or
0.1–5 kHz bandpass, see below) using a Model 1600 Neuroprobe Amplifier
(A-M Systems), a BMA 200 Portable Bioamplifier (CWE), and additional
custom-designed filtering electronics. Examples of DA neuron waveforms
are shown in Figure 1 and in histograms for each of the presented neurons.
Spikes of single neurons were discriminated and digital pulses were sent to a
computer for online data collection using a laboratory interface and software
(CED 1401 Plus, Spike2; Cambridge Electronic Design).

Because the waveforms of extracellularly recorded DA neuron action
potentials vary with filter settings (Grace et al., 2007), for 136 neurons we
recorded a second channel with the high-pass filter at 30 Hz (Fig. 1). This
filter setting did not substantially change the overall width of spike wave-
forms. In addition, for cells firing at low spontaneous rates, a strong
relationship was found between spike onset to negative trough duration
and DAergic phenotype in studies by others (Ungless et al., 2004;
Brischoux et al., 2009) as well as from our laboratory (Luo et al., 2008).
Therefore, for cells that were not juxtacellularly labeled (see below), we
used those criteria to identify putative DA neurons. Although some DA
neurons may be excluded with this approach (Ungless et al., 2004; Grace
et al., 2007), these criteria have the advantage of decreasing the probabil-
ity that non-DA neurons were included in our DA cell population. Our
studies focused on putative DA neurons; apparent GABA-like neurons
(thin spikes with fast firing rates) were not examined in detail and omit-
ted from analyses.

After isolating a single neuron, we recorded spontaneous activity for at
least 2 min before stimulation tests. Subsequently, 50 single electrical
pulses were delivered to the mPFC at a rate of 0.5/s, and DA neuron
responses were recorded (preinfusion test). When possible, all three lev-
els of stimulation intensity (0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mA) were tested. At least 1
min after stimulation, ORX-A, SB, or ACSF was microinfused via pneu-
matic pressure (Picospritzer, General Valve) at a rate of 60 nl/min for 1
min and effects on spontaneous activity were recorded. At least 5 min
after the end of infusion, a second round of mPFC stimulation was per-
formed and DA neuron responses were recorded (postinfusion test).
This was to test long-lasting effects of ORX on mPFC-mediated re-
sponses. At least 1 min after that stimulation, ORX-A or SB was applied
(60 nl/min) during mPFC stimulation, and DA neuron responses were
recorded (stim�infusion test). If possible, 5 min after infusion/stimula-
tion, a final round of stimulation was performed and DA neuron re-
sponses were recorded (post-stim�infusion test). This last test was to
measure possible long-lasting plasticity in PFC responses of VTA DA
neurons elicited by ORX-A administration during PFC stimulation. In
some cases, a subset of manipulations (e.g., only postinfusion or
stim�infusion) were performed for an individual neuron.

Juxtacellular labeling. For juxtacellular labeling, current pulses (50%
duty cycle, 250 ms, 0.5–10 nA) were applied through the biotinamide-
filled recording electrode to entrain the impulse activity of a well isolated
single neuron, as described in previous publications (Pinault, 1996;
Schreihofer and Guyenet, 1997; Luo et al., 2008). Entraining stimulation
typically continued for 1–5 min.

Histology and immunochemistry. At the end of recording sessions,
mPFC stimulation sites were marked by passing 10 –20 �A of positive
current through the stimulating electrode for 1–2 min to create a small
lesion. Because recording electrodes were typically filled with bioti-
namide to attempt juxtacellular labeling, recording pipettes were re-
moved and replaced with a pipette filled with a solution of 2% pontamine
sky blue (BDH Chemicals) in 0.5 M sodium acetate for marking recording
sites. This pipette was positioned �3– 4 mm dorsal to the location of a
successfully entrained neuron or, in the event that no neurons were
entrained, at the location in VTA where most mPFC-responsive DA
neurons were found. VTA recording locations were marked by ionto-
phoretic deposit of pontamine sky blue (�7 �A, alternating current for
12–15 min). We selected for anatomical analysis a subset of 67 neurons
from which we were able to reliably confirm that the blue spot was well
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aligned with recording tracks and accurately positioned in the VTA. Also
included in this subset were recordings from eight juxtacellularly labeled
DA neurons.

After marking electrode sites, animals were perfused with cold 0.09%
NaCl followed by cold 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer
(PB). Brains were postfixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde and
transferred to a 20% solution of sucrose/0.1% sodium azide (Az) in PB at
4°C for at least 3 d. Coronal 40-�m-thick sections of brains were cut on
a cryostat. Prefrontal sections and sections of VTA without juxtacellular
labeling were transferred to slides, counterstained with neutral red
(Fisher), dehydrated with graded alcohol solutions, cleared with xylene,
and coverslipped with Permount (Fisher). Sections of VTA containing
potentially juxtacellularly labeled neurons were incubated in 0.03% hy-
drogen peroxide/PBS for 15 min, followed by incubation in polyclonal
mouse antibody to TH (1:1000; ImmunoStar) in 2% normal donkey
serum/PBS (with 0.3% Triton X-100: PBST)-Az overnight. Sections were
then incubated in a Streptavidin Alexa Fluor 488 nm- (1:400; Invitrogen)
and an Alexa Fluor 594 nm-conjugated goat anti-mouse antibody (1:500;
Invitrogen)/2% normal donkey serum/PBST for 2 h. Between incuba-
tions, sections were rinsed three times, 5 min each, in PBS or PBST. All
incubations and rinses were performed at room temperature. Sections
were mounted onto coated slides with Slowfade anti-fade mounting so-
lution (Invitrogen). Sections were examined with a Leica DM-RXA mi-
croscope (Leica Microsystems). Photomicrographs were acquired with a
CCD camera (Princeton Instruments) and processed using Openlab im-
aging software (Improvision). An example of a juxtacellularly labeled
neuron is shown in Figure 1.

Data analysis. Spontaneous activity and ORX- or SB-evoked responses
were analyzed by calculating firing rate and proportions of spikes that
occurred in bursts. The onset of a burst was defined as the occurrence of
two spikes with an interspike interval �80 ms (Grace and Bunney, 1983).
The percentage of spikes in bursts was calculated by dividing the number
of spikes occurring in bursts by the total number of spikes occurring in
the same period of time. Changes in firing rate evoked by local ORX-A or
SB application were measured by comparing the mean firing rate 1 min
preinfusion to the mean firing rate 1 min after infusion. During electrical

stimulation of mPFC, cumulative peristimulus
time histograms (PSTHs, 5 ms bin width) of
VTA activity were generated for each recorded
neuron. PSTHs were analyzed to determine ex-
citatory and inhibitory epochs as described
previously (Jodo et al., 1998; Georges and
Aston-Jones, 2002). The mean and SD of
counts per bin were determined for a baseline
period (500 ms epoch preceding stimulation).
The onset of significant excitation was defined
as the first of five bins for which the mean value
exceeded mean baseline activity by 2 SD, and
response offset was determined as the time at
which activity had returned to be consistently
within 2 SD of baseline. Excitatory and inhibi-
tory response magnitudes (Rmags) were nor-
malized for different levels of baseline impulse
activity, allowing for comparison of drug ef-
fects on evoked responses independent of ef-
fects on baseline activity. Rmags for excitation
were calculated with the following equation:
Excitation Rmag � (counts in excitatory ep-
och) � (mean counts per baseline bin � num-
ber of bins in excitatory epoch). Significant
inhibition was defined as an epoch of at least 15
bins in which the mean count per bin was at
least 35% less than that during baseline. Re-
sponse magnitude for inhibition was calcu-
lated as follows: Inhibition Rmag � (counts in
inhibitory epoch) � (mean counts per baseline
bin � number of bins in inhibitory epoch).
Antidromic activation was characterized as
previously described (Georges and Aston-
Jones, 2002), primarily through the presence of

(1) a constant latency (varying by �1 ms) and a consistent evoked single-
spike response, (2) driving by each of a pair of stimulus pulses at frequencies
of 100 Hz or greater, and (3) collision of driven spikes by spontaneous
impulses.

To test the influence of ORX-A or SB on evoked responses, the follow-
ing analyses were performed. First, responses were sorted into preinfu-
sion, postinfusion, stim�infusion, and post-stim�infusion (following
the protocol described above). We next identified which neurons exhib-
ited significant excitatory responses, either short- or long-latency, using
the analysis methods described above. We then quantified numbers of
neurons significantly excited or inhibited by mPFC stimulation at the
different times with respect to ORX or SB infusion as described above.
Comparisons were only made for cases in which stimulation intensities
were matched across conditions. When multiple stimulation intensities
were tested (e.g., 0.5 mA, 1 mA, 1.5 mA), effects were typically consistent
across intensities. If different effects were observed across intensities
(e.g., excitation at 0.5 mA and 1 mA, but not at 1.5 mA), the lowest
intensity to produce a significant response preinfusion was compared to
the same stimulation intensity in the postinfusion, stim�infusion, or
post-stim�infusion condition. In the event that significant evoked re-
sponses were observed in both conditions, Rmags were calculated (as
described above), and neurons were classified based on Rmag values
(e.g., higher Rmag after infusion than before infusion denotes a response
enhancement).

Results are expressed as mean 	 SEM. ANOVAs and t tests or non-
parametric equivalents were performed based on assessment of normal
distribution of the data. Differences in counts of significant effects across
neurons were measured with Fisher’s exact test or � 2 analyses. All mea-
surements and analyses were performed in Spike2 (Cambridge Elec-
tronic Design), Matlab (MathWorks), SPSS (IBM), or Excel (Microsoft).

Results
Neural populations studied
We recorded the activity of 305 VTA neurons with wide spikes
(�2.5 ms) during the active periods of 82 rats. Of these neurons,

Figure 1. Dopamine neuron recording and labeling. A–C, Action potential waveforms (A, B) and spontaneous activity (C) of a
DA neuron. Dopamine neurons were high-pass filtered at either 100 Hz (A) or 30 Hz (B, C). D, This neuron was juxtacellularly labeled
with biotinamide (upper panel, at arrow) and stained with tyrosine hydroxylase (middle panel; lower panel is merged images),
demonstrating that it was dopaminergic. Arrows show the juxtacellularly labeled DA neuron. Arrowheads show another DA neuron
not labeled with biotinamide.
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260 were classified as putative DA neurons based on not only
having a wide total action potential waveform, but also a wide
initial action potential component (Ungless et al., 2004), and
baseline firing rates �12 sp/s (see Materials and Methods), meet-
ing previous criteria for DA neurons (Grace and Bunney, 1983).
The other 45/305 neurons were tentatively classified as non-DA
neurons based on having an initial action potential component
�1.1 ms, although in all cases the total action potential waveform
was �2.5 ms and in 39/44 cases firing rate was �12 sp/s.

We also recorded the activity of 100 VTA neurons during the
rest periods of 19 rats. Of these, 88 were classified as putative DA
neurons. The other 12 neurons were classified as non-DA based
on waveform initial component widths being �1.1 ms, although
all 12 showed total spike waveforms �2.5 ms and 11/12 exhibited
baseline firing rates �12 sp/s.

For 136 neurons (active and rest period), we recorded an ad-
ditional channel of data with a wide high-pass filter setting (30 Hz
as opposed to 100 Hz) (see Fig. 1 for sample waveforms). All of
these neurons exhibited total waveforms �2.5 ms with wide filter
settings, and therefore might have been considered DA cells
(Grace and Bunney, 1983). However, 22 of these 136 neurons
were classified as non-DA neurons because the duration of their
initial waveforms to negative trough was �1.1 ms (see Materials
and Methods) (Ungless et al., 2004).

We attempted to juxtacellularly label 29 neurons following
mPFC stimulation tests described above. Of these, nine were un-
ambiguously labeled and identified in processed tissue. Weakly
labeled cells or cells with suboptimal recordings (e.g., those lost
during juxtacellular labeling) were disregarded to be certain
about neuronal phenotypes. Of the nine labeled neurons, eight
were immunohistochemically identified as TH� (see Fig. 1 for
example) and one was identified as TH�. All eight TH� neurons
met electrophysiologic criteria for DA neurons (as above). Six
and two of the eight DA neurons were recorded in active-period
and rest-period animals, respectively. The waveform of the TH�
neuron was thin (�2.5 ms total and �1.1 ms initial component),
characterizing it as a putative non-DA neuron during recordings.
Although the number of juxtacellularly labeled neurons is small
compared to the overall population of recorded neurons, the fact
that all neurons tentatively identified as DAergic were TH� in-
dicates that our criteria for identifying DA neurons during re-
cordings were largely accurate. Therefore, we refer to all neurons
meeting these criteria as DA neurons for ease of communication.
However, because we did not label all neurons that we recorded,
and because identification of DA neurons in extracellular record-
ings is uncertain (Ungless et al., 2004; Margolis et al., 2006;
Brischoux et al., 2009), they should be considered putative DA
neurons.

Prefrontal stimulation evoked short- and long-latency
excitatory and inhibitory responses in VTA neurons
We recorded mPFC-evoked responses of 236 DA neurons and 44
non-DA neurons from 66 active-period rats during electrical
stimulation of mPFC, focusing stimulation sites on the border of
PL/IL cortex. Examples of neuronal recording and juxtacellular
labeling are shown in Figure 1. Such prefrontal stimulation fre-
quently evoked both excitatory and inhibitory responses in VTA
neurons. Table 1 shows all responses of DA and non-DA neurons
to mPFC stimulation. Note that Table 1 shows any response fol-
lowing stimulation, and does not classify each neuron as exclu-
sively excited or inhibited (for example, neurons could exhibit
evoked excitation and inhibition at different time points or at
different stimulation intensities). As such, the total number of

responses in Table 1 is greater than the number of neurons re-
corded. A comprehensive description of evoked response profiles
for individual neurons is shown in Table 2 (described below). As
shown in Table 1, �61% of recorded DA neurons were excited by
mPFC stimulation. In addition to the previously reported long-
latency mPFC evoked responses �50 ms in latency (Tong et al.,
1996), we also found a large number of evoked responses �50 ms
in latency. In fact, about two-thirds of the excited neurons in our
sample exhibited latencies �50 ms (Table 1). For convenience,
we refer to �50 ms as short latency and �50 ms as long latency.
Examples of neurons exhibiting short-latency and long-latency
excitatory responses are shown in Figure 2. Short-latency-onset
evoked responses appeared to cluster into two distributions: �25
ms and 25–50 ms (Fig. 2). We hypothesize that these two clusters
may represent predominantly monosynaptic and polysynaptic
projections from mPFC to VTA (see Discussion). Similar effects
were observed in a smaller number of non-DA neurons recorded
(Table 1). Thirteen DA and two non-DA neurons were anti-
dromically activated (as defined in Materials and Methods), and
these neurons were excluded from analyses.

A large number of DA and non-DA neurons were inhibited by
mPFC stimulation (Table 1). Examples of inhibitory responses
and the distribution of evoked inhibitory latencies are shown in
Figure 3. Note that the latencies for the majority of evoked inhi-
bitions were �25 ms. Because there are no known monosynaptic
inhibitory projections from mPFC to VTA, we conclude that
inhibitory responses represent polysynaptic projections.

Table 1. mPFC-evoked responses in VTA dopamine and nondopamine neurons
recorded during the active period

Dopamine Nondopamine

Number Percentage Number Percentage

Recorded 236 N/A 44 N/A
Excited 143 60.6% 22 50%

Short latency 69 29.2% 14 31.8%
Long latency 49 20.8% 5 11.4%
Short � long latency 25 10.6% 3 6.8%

Inhibited 175 74.2% 32 72.7%
Short latency 39 16.5% 13 29.5%
Long latency 105 44.5% 9 20.5%
Short � long latency 31 13.1% 10 22.7%

Unresponsive 37 15.7% 8 18.2%

Neurons are subdivided into groups characterized by the type of excitatory or inhibitory responses they exhibited
(see text for definitions). Percentages are of total number of neurons recorded. Note that some neurons exhibited
both excitatory and inhibitory responses, in which case they were counted in both categories. Specific neuronal
responses are categorized in Table 2.

Table 2. Relationship between excitatory and inhibitory mPFC-evoked responses in
VTA dopamine and nondopamine neurons recorded during the active period

Dopamine Nondopamine

Number Percentage Number Percentage

SLE-all 55 27.6% 12 31.6%
SLE followed by Inh 38 19.1% 7 18.4%

SLI-all 27 13.6% 10 26.3%
SLI followed by Exc 7 3.5% 1 2.6%

LLE-all 12 6.0% 0 0.0%
LLE followed by Inh 5 2.5% 0 0.0%

LLI-all 43 21.6% 5 13.2%
LLI followed by Exc 13 6.5% 1 2.6%

These neurons are a subset of the 199 and 38 mPFC-responsive DA and non-DA neurons, respectively, that showed
consistent response patterns across multiple stimulation intensities (DA n � 137, non-DA n � 27). Note that the
neurons in the “followed by” categories are included in the corresponding “all” categories. Percentages are based on
total responsive neurons (199 or 38). Additional neurons (described in text) responded differentially depending on
stimulation intensity.
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Prefrontal stimulation most frequently produced
short-latency excitation followed by inhibition
Table 1 summarizes evoked responses from recorded neurons.
mPFC-evoked responses often demonstrated more than one

response (e.g., short-latency excitation followed by inhibi-
tion) (Fig. 2 A). An important question is what patterns of
excitation and/or inhibition were evoked, as the answer pro-
vides information about the nature of the inputs to the neu-

Figure 2. mPFC-evoked excitations in dopamine neurons. A, Example of short-latency exci-
tatory response of a DA neuron evoked by mPFC stimulation (50 pulses, 0.5 Hz). Stimulation
occurs at time 0. B, Distributions of latencies (left) and durations (right) of short-latency evoked
responses for DA neurons (filled) and non-DA neurons (open) after mPFC stimulation. Abscissa
values represent highest value in each bin (e.g., the first bin is 0 –5 ms, etc.). Note the appar-
ently bimodal distribution of latencies indicating possible separate monosynaptic and bisynap-
tic/polysynaptic connections. C, Example of long-latency excitatory responses of a second DA
neuron evoked by mPFC stimulation (parameters as in A). D, Distributions of latencies (left) and
durations (right) of long-latency evoked responses for DA neurons (filled) and non-DA neurons
(open) after mPFC stimulation. Data presented from 143 DA and 22 non-DA neurons from 64
rats. See Materials and Methods for calculation of activation onset latencies and durations.
Insets show waveforms of recorded neurons (high-pass filter � 100 Hz).

Figure 3. mPFC-evoked inhibitions in dopamine neurons. A, Example of short-latency in-
hibitory response of a DA neuron evoked by mPFC stimulation (50 pulses, 0.5 Hz). Stimulation
occurs at time 0. B, Distributions of latencies (left) and durations (right) of short-latency inhib-
itory responses for DA neurons (filled) and non-DA neurons (open) after mPFC stimulation.
Abscissa values represent highest value in each bin (e.g., the first bin is 0 –5 ms, etc.). C,
Example of long-latency inhibitory responses of a second DA neuron evoked by mPFC stimula-
tion (parameters as in A). D, Distributions of latencies (left) and durations (right) of long-latency
inhibitory responses for DA neurons (filled) and non-DA neurons (open) after mPFC stimulation.
Data presented from 175 DA and 32 non-DA neurons from 62 rats. See Materials and Methods
for calculation of activation onset latencies and durations. Insets show waveforms of recorded
neurons (high-pass filter � 100 Hz).
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ron. Table 2 shows the first response of
each excited or inhibited neuron (total
number of mPFC-responsive DA neu-
rons � 199, non-DA neurons � 38),
and whether more than one response
occurred (in the 0 –500 ms poststimulus
interval). The neurons shown in Table 2 are
cells that exhibited consistent responses
across all stimulation intensities (n � 137
DA cells and 27 non-DA cells; other cells
giving variable responses with different
stimulation intensities are discussed be-
low). The major findings from this analy-
sis are, first, that the short-latency evoked
response was the most common initial re-
sponse to mPFC stimulation (27.6% of
all responsive neurons) and, second, that
short-latency evoked responses were com-
monly followed by inhibition (69.1% of
cells exhibiting a short-latency response).
An example of this type of response is shown
in Figure 2A. Excitatory responses follow-
ing inhibition were less common, indicating that the majority of
evoked excitatory responses were synaptic in nature (as opposed
to rebound excitation, for example). A similar pattern was seen in
non-DA neurons (Table 2). Importantly, these results, in combi-
nation with those presented in Table 1, show that even though
many neurons exhibited mPFC-evoked inhibition, this inhibi-
tion was typically longer-latency and often followed an excitatory
response.

The remaining DA neurons responded in a variable manner
depending on the stimulation intensity (n � 62). A few neurons
exhibited consistently excitatory (n � 11) or inhibitory (n � 11)
responses whose latency or second response shifted with changes
in stimulation intensity. These neurons primarily shifted to
shorter-latency responses at higher current intensities. The re-
maining 40 DA neurons exhibited responses whose directions
were dependent on current intensity. These neurons primarily
responded with inhibition at low current intensities and excita-
tion at higher current intensities (n � 27). A minority showed
either a change from excitation to inhibition (n � 7) or inconsis-
tent changes in responses (n � 6). Non-DA neurons showed a
similar distribution in the proportion of responses. These data
demonstrate that mPFC has a potent excitatory influence on VTA
neurons. In neurons not initially responsive to mPFC stimula-
tion, increasing current often revealed excitatory responses, pre-
sumably by activating a broader cortical area including regions of
mPFC projecting (either directly or indirectly) to the recorded
neurons.

Short-latency excitatory VTA responses were primarily
elicited from ventral prelimbic/ infralimbic cortex
Figure 4 shows the distribution of stimulation sites producing
short- or long-latency evoked excitatory responses. Note that
sites that produced short-latency responses tended to cluster in
the ventral prelimbic/infralimbic area. This was confirmed in a
systematic analysis of varying the locations of stimulation sites.
To determine the influence of stimulation location on VTA re-
sponses, we recorded from 13 VTA neurons (10 DA and 3 non-
DA) while stimulating at different dorsoventral locations within
mPFC. All of these cells exhibited short-latency excitations at
ventral sites (4.5 mm depth; in the vicinity of the border between
PL and IL cortices) (Fig. 5). However, moving the stimulating

electrode to more dorsal locations in PL or cingulate (ACC) cor-
tex (2.5–3.5 mm depth) either reduced or completely abolished
the short-latency excitatory response in all 13 neurons tested (Fig.
5). The majority of responses were abolished when moving to 2.5
mm depth. This difference was significant (F(2,32) � 15.93, p �
0.001). Post hoc tests of significance demonstrated a significant
difference between short-latency responses evoked at stimulation
depths of 2.5 and 4.5 mm, as well as between responses at depths
of 3.5 and 4.5 mm (Tukey HSD, p � 0.001), but not at depths of
2.5 and 3.5 mm.

Although short-latency excitatory responses were abolished
by moving the stimulation electrode to more dorsal positions,
evoked responses of a different nature were found for many neu-
rons at these dorsal stimulation sites. Out of the 13 neurons tested
after moving the stimulation electrode dorsally, 4 (3 DA, 1 non-
DA) showed long-latency excitations, 8 (6 DA, 2 non-DA)
showed short-latency inhibitions, and 6 (5 DA, 1 non-DA)
showed long-latency inhibitions. Some neurons exhibited more
than one evoked response at dorsal stimulation sites (e.g., short-
latency inhibition followed by long-latency excitation) (Fig. 5A).
Of note, these types of response are similar to the two main cat-
egories of evoked responses obtained by Tong et al. (1996) when
stimulating dorsal mPFC: “E” responses analogous to our long-
latency excitations, and “IE” responses analogous to our short-/
long-latency inhibitory responses followed by excitation.

We also recorded the responses of 12 DA neurons (indepen-
dent of those described above) to stimulation of the more ventral
IL mPFC (DV 5.0 –5.5), 4 of which exhibited short-latency
evoked responses (15– 45 ms latency). This proportion is approx-
imately equivalent to the 40% of neurons that displayed short-
latency evoked responses from the ventral PL/IL border area
across all recordings (Table 1, Fig. 4). Thus our results are well
aligned with previous physiological studies of the effects of
mPFC stimulation on evoked responses in DA neurons: dorsal
(dorsal prelimbic/cingulate) stimulation primarily produces long-
latency excitation and short-latency inhibition, whereas ventral
(ventral prelimbic/infralimbic) stimulation more frequently pro-
duces short-latency excitation. Overall, these results are in line
with the description of strong glutamatergic projections from the
PL/IL mPFC to the VTA described in anatomical studies (Geisler
et al., 2007).

Figure 4. mPFC stimulation sites. A, Example of a marking lesion (at arrow) from a bipolar stimulating electrode in the ventral
prelimbic cortex. B, Hemisection plots of prefrontal cortex showing the distribution of stimulation sites characterized by the type
of excitatory response evoked in either DA or non-DA neurons. SLE, Short-latency excitatory response; LLE, Long-latency excitatory
response; DA, dopamine neuron; ND, nondopamine neuron. SLE markers include neurons exhibiting short- or short- and long-
latency responses. LLE markers include neurons only exhibiting long-latency responses. Data are presented from 82 stimulated
rats. The plots are arranged rostral (left) to caudal. Frontal sections are shown; medial is to the left. Scale bar in A, 1 mm. The plots
in B are modified with permission from Paxinos and Watson (1998).
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Locations of VTA neurons driven by mPFC stimulation
We selected for anatomical analysis a subset of 67 DA neurons
from which we were able to most accurately plot the locations of
VTA neural recordings. Included in this group were 8 juxtacellu-
larly labeled DA neurons. We plotted the positions of these 67
neurons segregated by whether mPFC stimulation evoked short-
latency excitations, long-latency excitations, or no excitation at
all. As seen in Figure 6, there did not appear to be a topographic
segregation of neurons based on mPFC responsiveness. This lack
of topography within VTA was confirmed statistically using
ANOVAs to assess differences in the X-, Y-, or Z-distribution of
locations for neurons that exhibited short-latency, long-latency,
or no evoked responses (all p � 0.05). However, a qualitative
inspection of the spatial distribution of recorded neurons sug-
gested a bias for neurons exhibiting short-latency evoked re-
sponses to cluster toward more caudal and ventral regions of the
VTA. The area containing neurons with short-latency evoked
responses also appeared to be confined to a middle medial/lateral
region overlapping the parabrachial and paranigral nuclei, but
not including the extreme regions of either.

Short-latency evoked responses are glutamatergic
VTA neurons receive multiple types of excitatory projections,
only some of which are glutamatergic. If short-latency excitations
were mediated by direct cortical projections, as we propose, they
should be mediated by glutamate. To determine whether short-
latency evoked responses from PFC were glutamatergic, in a sub-
set of neurons we tested the effect of local AMPA/NMDA
glutamate receptor antagonism on short-latency excitatory re-
sponses. Using a double-barrel pipette, we ejected 60 nl of a cock-

tail of CNQX and AP5 immediately
proximal to the neuron recorded (see Ma-
terials and Methods). As illustrated for
one example cell in Figure 7, of the 10
neurons tested in this manner, 9 showed
decreased or abolished responses follow-
ing CNQX/AP5 application. These results
support the hypothesis that the majority
of the mPFC-evoked response in DA neu-
rons is glutamatergic in nature, consistent
with responses to direct cortical inputs.

Stimulation of mPFC during the rest
period produced fewer short-latency
evoked responses than during the active
period
The preceding results were obtained from
rats studied during their active period. We
also recorded 56 DA neurons during
mPFC stimulation of 16 rats in their rest
periods. A number of DA neurons exhib-
ited mPFC-evoked excitation (Fig. 8A),
but the percentage of recorded DA neu-
rons that yielded excitatory responses was
significantly lower than the percentage re-
corded during the active period (60.6% of
DA neurons recorded in the active period
vs 42.9% of DA neurons recorded in the
rest period; p � 0.05, Fisher’s exact test on
numbers of neurons) (see Tables 1 and 3).
In addition, the percentage of DA neurons
with short-latency evoked responses was
significantly lower in rest- than active-

period animals (39.8% of DA neurons recorded in the active
period vs 25.2% of neurons recorded in the rest period; p � 0.05,
Fisher’s exact test) (Fig. 8B). No significant differences were ob-
served in evoked long-latency responses (31.4% of DA neurons
recorded in the active period vs 26.7% of DA neurons recorded
during the rest period; p � 0.05, Fisher’s exact test) (Fig. 8B).
Although a trend toward enhanced excitability existed for non-DA
neurons during the active period, particularly for short-latency
evoked excitations (38.6% of cells exhibited short-latency excitation
during the active period vs 10.0% during the rest period, p � 0.2,
Fisher’s exact test), the comparisons did not achieve significance,
perhaps due to the low number of non-DA neurons recorded during
the rest period (n � 10). Among DA neurons with excitatory re-
sponses, there was no difference in the strength of evoked responses
in rest vs active periods for either short-latency excitation (active
mean Rmag: 25.44, rest mean Rmag: 25.21; U158 � 1116, p � 0.05,
Mann–Whitney U) or long-latency excitation (active mean Rmag:
39.01, rest mean Rmag: 33.72; U142 � 1535, p � 0.05, Mann–Whit-
ney U) (Fig. 8C). A small number of non-DA neurons was also
recorded during the rest period, a subset of which showed evoked
excitation (Table 3), though only one non-DA neuron exhibited
short-latency evoked responses. The strength of short-latency re-
sponses in non-DA neurons was not calculated across circadian pe-
riods due to the paucity of activated non-DA neurons during the rest
period. Similarly, evoked inhibition occurred more frequently in DA
neurons during the active period than in the rest period (74.2%
active vs 57.1% rest, p � 0.05, Fisher’s exact test), but not in non-DA
neurons (72.7% active vs 70% rest).

Patterns of mPFC-evoked responses in rest-period animals
are summarized in Table 4. Proportions of specific response pat-

Figure 5. Decreased short-latency excitation at dorsal mPFC stimulation sites. A, Example of a DA neuron exhibiting no short-
latency evoked excitation following mPFC stimulation (50 pulses, 0.5 Hz) in the ACC (2.5 mm from brain surface; top histogram).
Placing the stimulating electrode at more ventral locations (DV 3.5 middle, DV 4.5 bottom) revealed stronger short-latency evoked
responses. Stimulation sites are plotted in B. Cgl, Cingulate cortex; PrL, prelimbic cortex. C, Across all 13 neurons tested in 10 rats,
ventral stimulation sites produced significantly greater short-latency evoked responses than dorsal sites. Rmag calculation is
described in Materials and Methods. The plots in B are modified from Paxinos and Watson (1998).
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terns were similar to those seen in active-period animals (Table
2), with the obvious difference of a decreased proportion of
evoked excitation overall. Six DA and two non-DA neurons
showed evoked inhibition with patterns that varied with chang-
ing stimulus intensities, and two DA neurons showed varying
patterns of evoked excitation with changing stimulus intensities.
Finally, in 10 DA neurons and 1 non-DA neuron tested with
different stimulation intensities in the rest period, the direction
of evoked responses (excitation vs inhibition) changed with cur-
rent intensity, typically changing with higher intensities from
inhibition to excitation. Thus, for the subset of VTA neurons
capable of being driven by mPFC stimulation, increased cortical
activation biases responses toward excitation during both the
active and rest periods. Although mPFC stimulation evoked both
more excitatory and more inhibitory responses in VTA neurons
during the active period than during the rest period, comparisons
of Table 2 to Table 4, as well as Table 1 to Table 3, show that the
overall influence of stimulation was biased more toward excita-
tion during the active period than during the rest period.

ORX receptor activation enhances mPFC-evoked VTA
neuron excitation
To determine whether ORX interacts with mPFC inputs to VTA,
we next tested the effect of local ORX-A application (from a
double-barrel pipette) on the response of VTA neurons to mPFC
stimulation. As described in Materials and Methods, ORX-A was
applied for 1 min and mPFC-evoked responses were recorded in
the following contexts: (1) before ORX-A application (preinfu-
sion), (2) 5 min following ORX-A application (postinfusion), (3)
during ORX-A application (stim�infusion), and (4) 5 min fol-
lowing the stim�infusion period (post-stim�infusion). Exam-
ple recordings are shown in Figure 9, A1 and A2. We then
calculated whether significant evoked responses were observed
(using a �2 SD criterion as described in Materials and Methods)
and, for evoked responses, measured the strength of the response
using Rmag (described in Materials and Methods). In both DA
and non-DA neurons, the main effect of ORX-A application was
to enhance mPFC-evoked responses; in many cases ORX-A ap-
plication revealed responses that were not apparent previously
(termed “gating,” described below). Out of 37 DA neurons that
exhibited a short-latency excitation, 26 displayed greater evoked
responses either following or during ORX-A application. Out of
these 26 neurons, 22 exhibited greater responses at least 5
min following ORX-A administration (postinfusion or post-
stim�infusion conditions), indicating prolonged modulation

Figure 7. Application of glutamate antagonists abolishes short-latency evoked responses
from mPFC. A, Example of a short-latency mPFC-evoked response of a DA neuron in VTA before
application of the glutamate antagonists AP5/CNQX. B, Evoked response is absent 2 min after
AP5/CNQX application. C, Partial recovery of evoked response 10 min after application. Rmag
calculations were as described in Materials and Methods.

Figure 6. VTA recording sites. A, Example pontamine sky blue spot (black arrow) marking a recording location in VTA. Note the electrode track just dorsal to the blue spot (white arrow). B, Plots
of 67 histologically localized DA neurons exhibiting short- (SLE) or long- (LLE) latency mPFC-evoked excitation recorded in 34 rats. Frontal sections are shown; medial is to the left. Scale bar in A, 0.5
mm. The plots in B are modified from Paxinos and Watson (1998).
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of PFC-driven responses by ORX (Fig. 9A1). Comparing
Rmag values across the population revealed a significant over-
all augmentation of excitatory responses in DA neurons by
ORX administration (t(36) � 2.21, p � 0.05). ORX-A admin-
istration also increased short-latency evoked responses in
seven of eight non-DA neurons (t(7) � 3.40, p � 0.05).

In 12 of the 26 neurons with greater responses, ORX-A appli-
cation gated the mPFC-evoked response: significant evoked re-
sponses were observed during or following application but not
before. ORX-A also gated responses in four of the seven non-DA
neurons with responses increased by ORX-A application, and the
enhanced responses in three cells persisted after the end of
application.

Evoked responses were also increased in 24/36 DA neurons
with long-latency excitatory responses (t(35) � 2.79, p � 0.01),
with increases persisting at least 5 min beyond ORX-A applica-
tion in 12 of these cells. In 21/36 neurons, long-latency responses
were gated by ORX, i.e., not present before application. An ex-
ample of an enhanced long-latency response is shown in Figure
9A2. Long-latency responses were also enhanced by ORX-A in six
of eight non-DA neurons (t(7) � 1.98, p � 0.05), with three
exhibiting persistent enhancement and all six exhibiting no sig-
nificant response before ORX-A application. By comparison, we
observed no facilitation of evoked responses following applica-
tion of ACSF in 22 DA neurons, 6 of which showed short-latency
evoked excitations (t(5) � 0.18, p � 0.05), and 6 of which showed
long-latency evoked excitations (t(5) � 0.33, p � 0.05).

The effects of ORX-A application on evoked responses were
largely independent of effects on spontaneous activity. Our anal-
ysis of mPFC-evoked responses used an Rmag calculation that
normalized for any change in baseline (see Materials and Meth-
ods), ensuring that observed effects on evoked responses were not
due simply to an additive effect of ORX on spontaneous activity.
In fact, ORX-A administration likely enhanced responses in a
higher proportion of neurons than described above: qualitative
assessment of evoked responses during ORX-A application
(stim�infusion condition) revealed at least four instances
where potentially enhanced evoked responses were obscured
by ORX-induced increases in spontaneous activity. A com-
plete analysis of the influence of ORX-A on spontaneous ac-
tivity is described below.

Figure 8. Short-latency evoked responses were less frequent in the rest than in the
active period. A, Example of a DA neuron recorded during the rest period exhibiting an
mPFC-evoked short-latency excitation. B, Significantly fewer neurons recorded during the
rest period exhibited short-latency mPFC-evoked responses when compared to neurons
recorded during the active period. Fewer long-latency evoked responses were also ob-
served, but the difference was not significant. This effect was mainly driven by differences
in DA neurons (see Results). C, Average strength of either short- (left) or long- (right)
latency responses. There was no significant difference between the magnitudes of short-
and long-latency evoked responses in DA neurons recorded during the active and rest
periods (measured as Rmag, see Materials and Methods). Numbers of neurons included in
these analyses are shown in Tables 1 and 3.

Table 3. mPFC-evoked responses in VTA dopamine and nondopamine neurons
recorded during the rest period

Dopamine Nondopamine

Number Percentage Number Percentage

Recorded 56 N/A 10 N/A
Excited 24 42.9% 4 40.0%

Short latency 9 16.1% 1 10.0%
Long latency 11 19.6% 3 30.0%
Short � long latency 4 7.1% 0 0.0%

Inhibited 32 57.1% 7 70.0%
Short latency 7 12.5% 2 20.0%
Long latency 18 32.1% 5 50.0%
Short � long latency 7 12.5% 0 0.0%

Unresponsive 19 33.9% 3 30.0%

Neurons are subdivided into groups characterized by the type of excitatory or inhibitory responses they exhibited
(see main text for definitions). Percentages are of total number of neurons recorded. Note that some neurons
exhibited both excitatory and inhibitory responses, in which case they were counted in both categories. Specific
neuronal responses are categorized in Table 4.

Table 4. Relationship between excitatory and inhibitory mPFC-evoked responses in
VTA dopamine and nondopamine neurons recorded during the rest period

Dopamine Nondopamine

Number Percentage Number Percentage

SLE-all 5 13.5% 1 14.3%
SLE followed by Inh 3 8.1% 1 14.3%

SLI-all 4 10.8% 1 14.3%
SLI followed by Exc 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

LLE-all 1 2.7% 0 0.0%
LLE followed by Inh 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

LLI-all 9 24.3% 2 28.6%
LLI followed by Exc 3 8.1% 0 0.0%

These neurons are a subset of the 37 and 7 mPFC-responsive DA and non-DA neurons, respectively, that showed
consistent response patterns across multiple stimulation intensities (DA n � 19, non-DA n � 4). Note that the
neurons in the “followed by” categories are included in the corresponding “all” categories. Additional neurons
(described in text) responded differentially depending on stimulation intensity.
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ORX1R activation increases evoked
activity of DA neurons during the
rest period
The above results were obtained from rats
recorded during their active period. Dur-
ing the rest period, ORX had an influence
on mPFC-evoked responses similar to
that seen during the active period. Of 11
neurons exhibiting short-latency evoked
responses during the rest period, the re-
sponses of 4 were enhanced by ORX-A ap-
plication. However, unlike during the
active period, the effect of ORX on short-
latency evoked excitation (Rmag) during
the rest period was not significant (t(10) �
0.39, p � 0.05).

Long-latency evoked responses in rest-
period animals were more frequently
enhanced than short-latency responses,
with 10/14 excited DA neurons exhibit-
ing increased long-latency responses
with ORX-A. Seven of these neurons dis-
played prolonged response enhancement at
least 5 min after the end of application, and
seven neurons demonstrated no long-
latency activation before application (sepa-
rate but overlapping populations). Despite
the preponderance of neurons exhibiting
enhanced long-latency responses, the effect
across the population was not significant
(t(13) � 1.94, p � 0.075), likely due to high
variability in the intensities of evoked
responses.

ORX1R antagonism decreased
mPFC-evoked excitation of VTA
DA neurons
We also tested the influence of local
ORX1R antagonism on mPFC-evoked re-
sponses. Local microinfusion of the ORX1R
antagonist SB 334876 (SB) for 1 min (as
described in Materials and Methods) di-
minished short-latency evoked responses
in 8/12 DA neurons recorded during the
active period. An example is shown in Fig-
ure 9B1. In all eight cases, the reduced
evoked responses persisted at least 5 min
after SB application. The population ef-
fect for Rmags across all 12 cells, however,
failed to reach significance (t(11) � 1.12,
p � 0.05), most likely due to the small,
though consistent, changes. Long-latency
evoked responses were also affected by local SB application during
the active period: 8/11 DA neurons showed diminished long-latency
responses following SB administration, an effect that almost reached
significance across the population with Rmag analysis (t(10) � 2.17,
p � 0.055). An example is shown in Figure 9B2. As with short-
latency evoked responses, all 8 cases of diminished evoked activity
persisted after SB application. During the rest period, SB decreased
the short-latency responses in one of two DA neurons and decreased
evoked long-latency responses in two of two DA neurons. The influ-
ence of SB on responses in non-DA neurons was not tested due to the
low number of such cells recorded.

ORX1R activation and antagonism produced inconsistent
effects on evoked inhibitory responses
We additionally analyzed the effect of application of ORX or SB
on mPFC-evoked inhibitory responses in VTA neurons. We fo-
cused our attention on the influence following drug application
(postinfusion) because application of ORX and SB modulated
spontaneous activity (see below for analysis), which could oc-
clude effects on evoked inhibition. Unlike the consistent direc-
tional effects of ORX1R manipulation on evoked excitation
(enhancement for ORX, diminution for SB), the effects of ORX
and SB on inhibitory responses were inconsistent and minor. In

Figure 9. Orexin enhances, and SB 334867 diminishes, mPFC-evoked responses. A, B, Responses of DA neurons, recorded
during the active period, to mPFC stimulation preinfusion, stim�infusion, and post-infusion of orexin-A (ORX-A; A panels) or SB
334867 (SB; B panels). A1, Example of short-latency mPFC-evoked responses in a DA neuron before infusion (left) and after
infusion (right) of ORX-A. Short-latency evoked responses were enhanced or, in this case, revealed both during and following
ORX-A administration (60 nl, 1.4 �M). A2, Example of long-latency evoked responses before infusion (left) and during infusion
(stim�infusion; right) of ORX-A in a DA neuron. Long-latency evoked responses were also enhanced by ORX-A administration. B1,
Example of short-latency mPFC-evoked responses in a DA neuron before infusion (left) and after infusion (right) of SB. Short-
latency evoked responses were diminished during and after SB administration (60 nl, 100 �M). B2, Example of long-latency
evoked responses in a DA neuron before infusion (left) and after infusion (right) of SB. Long-latency evoked responses were also
diminished by SB administration. For all evoked responses, 50 pulses at 0.5 Hz were delivered. Application of ACSF (60 nl) had no
effect on evoked responses. See Results for complete characterizations of evoked responses across the population.
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63 neurons that exhibited short-latency inhibition, 13 and 10
showed enhanced and diminished inhibitory responses with
ORX-A application, respectively. Similar proportions were seen
with applications of SB (5/24 enhanced, 3/24 diminished) and
ACSF (3/22 enhanced, 2/22 diminished). No significant effects
were observed across the population (ORX: t(22) � 0.18, p � 0.05;
ACSF: t(4) � 0.05, p � 0.05; SB: t(7) � 1.48, p � 0.05). In the same
neurons, long-latency inhibitions were more commonly dimin-
ished than enhanced (27 diminished and 16 enhanced with ORX,
8 enhanced and 8 diminished with SB, and 4 enhanced and 5
diminished with ACSF), though, again, the effect was unreliable
and not significant across the population (ORX: t(42) � 0.99, p �
0.05; ACSF: t(8) � 0.80, p � 0.05; SB: t(15) � 0.71, p � 0.05).
Similar inconsistent effects were seen when focusing on stimula-
tion during ORX/SB application. We conclude from these results
that ORX1R manipulation using ORX or SB has a minor or un-
reliable impact on mPFC-evoked inhibition, consistent with a
primary role of ORX in strengthening excitatory synapses.

ORX1R activation increased baseline VTA neuron activity
during active and rest periods
We also tested the influence of direct ORX application on spon-
taneous impulse activity of DA neurons. In many DA neurons,
microinjections of ORX-A onto recorded neurons during the
active period produced strong increases in activity (Fig. 10), as
would be predicted by in vitro results (Korotkova et al., 2003) and
by the fact that larger ORX infusions into the ventral midbrain
area increased the firing rates and numbers of VTA DA neurons
detected (Muschamp et al., 2007). An example neuron and pop-
ulation results from 79 DA neurons tested with local ORX-A
microinjection are shown in Figure 10. Across the population, the

effect of local ORX-A application was to
significantly increase spontaneous firing
in DA neurons in 59 of 79 DA neurons
(Fig. 10B) (mean pre-ORX: 4.98 sp/s,
mean post-ORX: 5.99 sp/s; t(78) � 3.81,
p � 0.001). Despite an apparently robust
increase in firing rate of non-DA neurons
following ORX-A application (Fig. 10B),
the effect was not statistically significant,
possibly due to high variance and the lim-
ited number of non-DA neurons tested
(n � 12). Application of ACSF (22 DA
neurons) produced no significant effect on
firing rates across the population (t(21) �
1.20, p � 0.05).

We also tested the influence of ORX
on bursting in DA neurons. Across the
population, the predominant effect of
ORX-A microinjection was to increase
bursting, measured as percentage of spikes
in bursts [SIB; 55/79 increase, 21/79 de-
crease, 3/79 no change; mean preinjection
SIB: 40.06%, mean postinjection SIB:
48.83%; t(78) � 3.7463, p � 0.001; t tests
arcsin(sqrt) transformed].

We observed a similar and significant
increase in activity of DA neurons follow-
ing ORX-A application during the rest pe-
riod as during the active period (24/35 DA
neurons and 5/5 non-DA neurons from
12 rats) (Fig. 10C) (DA neurons: mean
pre-ORX: 5.43 sp/s, mean post-ORX: 6.56

sp/s; t(34) � 3.22, p � 0.005) We also found a similar increase in
bursting (22/35 increase, 13/35 decrease; mean preinjection SIB:
46.80%, mean postinjection SIB: 57.71%; t(34) � 2.5910, p �
0.05). As during the active period, application of ACSF to 17
neurons during the rest period resulted in no change in baseline
activity (t(16) � 1.21, p � 0.05).

ORX1R antagonism decreased VTA DA activity during the
active period, but not during the rest period
We also assessed the influence of the ORX1R antagonist SB
334867 on baseline activity of DA neurons. We recorded from 20
neurons (19 DA and 1 non-DA) during local microinfusion of
100 �M SB in active-period rats. The main effect of SB adminis-
tration was to decrease spontaneous impulse activity (Fig. 11A).
This effect was significant and predominant across DA neurons:
SB decreased activity in 12 of the 19 DA cells tested (Fig. 11B)
(mean pre-SB: 4.48 sp/s, mean post-SB: 3.87 sp/s; t(18) � 2.17, p �
0.05). Fourteen DA neurons recorded during the rest period were
also tested for the influence of SB on spontaneous activity. In
these neurons, there was no overall effect of SB administration. It
appeared that fewer neurons were inhibited by SB in the rest
period (7 of 14 neurons), and the strength of inhibition was
weaker than in active-period animals (Fig. 11C) (mean pre-SB:
4.91 sp/s, mean post-SB: 5.01 sp/s; t(13) � 1.09, p � 0.05). Overall,
the SB-evoked decrease in spontaneous firing rate was signifi-
cantly greater in active-period animals than in rest-period ani-
mals (t(31) � 2.21, p � 0.05). These results indicate that there is a
greater tonic ORX input to DA neurons during the active period
than during the rest period. To confirm these observations, we
performed two 2-factor ANOVAs comparing the change in firing
following ORX or SB treatment (vs ACSF) in either active or rest

Figure 10. Application of orexin-A increased tonic firing of dopamine and nondopamine neurons. A, Example of increased tonic
activity in a DA neuron during and following application of 60 nl orexin-A (ORX-A; 1.4 �M; active period recording). The gray bar
shows �1 min of ORX-A application. B, Scatter plot depicting the change in activity of DA (blue) and non-DA (red) neurons
following ( y-axis) as compared to before ORX-A application (x-axis) recorded during the active period in 36 rats. Each neuron is
represented by one point. Points above the unity line show increased firing rate with ORX-A application. C, Effects of ORX-A
application on firing rates of neurons recorded during the rest period in 11 rats. Conventions are as in A.
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periods. The analysis of the influence of
ORX on firing rate demonstrated a main
effect of treatment (ORX/ACSF; F(1,152) �
5.27, p � 0.05), but no effect of period
(active/rest; F(1,152) � 0.75, p � 0.05), and
no interaction effect (F(1,152) � 1.43, p �
0.05). On the other hand, the analysis of
the influence of SB on firing rate showed
no main effect of either treatment (SB/
ACSF; F(1,71) � 1.53, p � 0.05) or period
(F(1,71) � 0.18, p � 0.05), but did show a
significant interaction effect (F(1,71) �
9.30, p � 0.005). These results, illustrated
in Figures 10 and 11, show that ORX in-
creases baseline firing rate regardless of
circadian period but that tonic ORX input
to VTA neurons fluctuates in a diurnal
fashion such that blockade of ORX1Rs
with SB only decreases basal activity dur-
ing the active period, when ORX levels are
high.

Discussion
Here we demonstrated that VTA-DA neu-
rons in vivo are strongly regulated by
mPFC and orexinergic inputs, both inde-
pendently and interactively. mPFC stimu-
lation produced short-latency excitations
in VTA-DA neurons. These responses
were more frequently evoked from the
ventral prelimbic/infralimbic cortex than
from dorsal sites, and were also more frequently observed during
the active period than the rest period, indicating a significant
diurnal influence. Blockade of the ORX1R with SB decreased
spontaneous activity in active- but not rest-period animals,
indicating a tonic excitatory influence of ORX on DA neuronal
excitability during the active period. Finally, we characterized
an interaction between ORX and mPFC inputs to DA neurons.
Short- and long-latency mPFC-evoked responses were enhanced by
ORX-A administration, and in many cases, responses occurred only
after ORX-A administration. SB application decreased short- and
long-latency mPFC-evoked responses. Together, our data indicate
that ORX release in VTA enhances mPFC control over DA neurons,
which may play a role in goal-directed behavior.

DA neurons are driven by mPFC stimulation at short
latencies, primarily during the active period
Although anatomical studies have defined an mPFC–VTA path-
way (Sesack and Pickel, 1992; Lu et al., 1997; Carr and Sesack,
2000; Geisler and Zahm, 2005; Geisler et al., 2007), physiological
characterization of direct mPFC influence on DA neurons is lack-
ing. Previously, PFC stimulation primarily produced excitations
with latencies too long to be mediated by direct projections
(Gariano and Groves, 1988; Tong et al., 1996). These studies
focused on stimulation of dorsal mPFC, including dorsal PL and
ACC. Our results demonstrate that the ventral PL/dorsal IL area
has a more direct impact on DA neuron activity, consistent with
anatomical studies showing a stronger glutamate projection to
VTA from ventral than dorsal mPFC (Geisler et al., 2007). In one
prior study, ventral PL stimulation produced apparent short-
latency evoked responses (Almodóvar-Fabregas et al., 2002).
These data, although not described in detail, are consistent with
our findings. Additionally, recent work investigated IL influences

on VTA neurons, concluding that this projection frequently in-
volves a relay through the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis
(BNST) (Massi et al., 2008). These results further support func-
tional topography for PFC influences on VTA, and indicate that
the PL/IL area, as opposed to IL, may provide direct input to
VTA, as indicated by anatomical studies (Geisler et al., 2007).

We also found more short-latency responses evoked during
the active than during the rest period. It is unclear whether earlier
studies of mPFC-evoked responses in VTA were conducted in
active- or rest-period animals. Previous investigations found that
the activity of VTA neurons is influenced by phase of the diurnal
cycle (Dahan et al., 2007; Luo et al., 2008; Léger et al., 2010). ORX
inputs are one possible source for this variation in responses
during active versus rest periods (see below).

ORX provides a diurnal influence on VTA DA neuron activity
in vivo
Previous studies, both in vitro (Korotkova et al., 2003; Borgland
et al., 2006) and in vivo (Muschamp et al., 2007), reported in-
creased DA neuron activation following regional ORX applica-
tion. We extended these results by showing, in vivo, that ORX-A
microinjected directly onto the recorded neuron produces rapid-
onset excitation. We also showed that the influence of endoge-
nous ORX on VTA neurons is higher in the active than in the rest
period. This conclusion is consistent with findings that ORX neu-
ron activity (Estabrooke et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2005; Mileykovskiy
et al., 2005) and ORX release (Yoshida et al., 2001; Kiyashchenko
et al., 2002) fluctuate in a circadian manner and are directly re-
lated to the level of arousal/waking. Our data indicate, moreover,
that this fluctuation in ORX levels influences excitability of DA
neurons in VTA.

Figure 11. Local ORX1R antagonist application decreased tonic firing of dopamine and nondopamine neurons in the active
period only. A, Example of decreased tonic activity in a DA neuron during and following application of 60 nl of SB 334867 (SB; 100
�M). B, C, Neurons recorded during the active period of 12 rats showed significant decreases in spontaneous activity with SB
application (B), whereas neurons recorded during the rest periods of 6 rats showed no effect of SB application (C). Conventions are
as in Figure 10.
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ORX in VTA facilitates excitatory drive from mPFC
Borgland et al. (2006) demonstrated in vitro that ORX-A facili-
tates glutamate responses and plasticity in VTA DA neurons by
inducing NMDA receptor trafficking. In addition, the ORX1R is
coupled to phosphoinositol metabolism, which may potentiate
evoked ionotropic glutamate responses in VTA by a desensitiza-
tion mechanism (Paladini et al., 2001; Paladini and Williams,
2004). We extended these findings, demonstrating that at least
some evoked responses that are facilitated by ORX originate in
mPFC. We also found that many DA neurons exhibited enhanced
responses to mPFC stimulation that persisted for many minutes
following ORX-A application, consistent with previous findings in
vitro (Borgland et al., 2006). Thus, as in that study, the enhanced
short-latency evoked responses we observed from mPFC may in-
volve ORX-driven plasticity in the mPFC-DA synapse. Importantly,
our results also reveal that naturally fluctuating levels of ORX in vivo
may gate, as well as augment, mPFC-evoked responses. We observed
fewer evoked responses during the rest period, but these responses
were similar in magnitude to those observed during the active pe-
riod. Whether this gating is specific to mPFC-evoked responses re-
quires further study.

Technical caveats
Care must be taken in interpreting responses from mPFC stimu-
lation as reflecting direct versus indirect influences on DA neu-
rons. Short-latency evoked response onsets were apparently
bimodally distributed (Fig. 2), with the shorter values within
the range of conduction latencies for the PFC-to-VTA pathway
(Thierry et al., 1983). We propose that these responses reflect a
monosynaptic pathway. Longer-latency responses could reflect
the influence of mPFC on other regions or even on glutamatergic
neurons within the VTA that synapse on VTA DA neurons (Dobi
et al., 2010). Many prefrontal projection targets, such as LH,
BNST, and pedunculopontine and laterodorsal tegmental nuclei,
project to VTA and regulate DA neuron activity (Fadel and
Deutch, 2002; Georges and Aston-Jones, 2002; Floresco et al.,
2003; Omelchenko and Sesack, 2005, 2007; Lodge and Grace,
2006; Balcita-Pedicino and Sesack, 2007). Although mPFC pro-
vides the strongest glutamatergic input to VTA (Geisler et al.,
2007) it is one of many afferents, and PFC inputs may directly
target a restricted population of VTA DA neurons (Omelchenko
and Sesack, 2007). Our data showing that only a subset of DA
neurons is directly influenced by mPFC stimulation comport
with those findings and indicate that the influence of mPFC on
DA neurons, although circumscribed, is potent. It should be
noted, however, that our results describe the influences of mPFC
on DA neurons by direct and indirect circuit inputs, both of
which importantly regulate VTA DA activity. Examining both in
vivo affords an analysis of the overall functional influence of
mPFC activity on VTA neurons, and modulation of this influ-
ence by orexin inputs. Further studies are necessary to specify
which mPFC-activated indirect projections to DA neurons are
modulated by ORX inputs.

Identification of DA neurons is typically based on a number of
factors, including waveform shape and basal firing rate (see Ma-
terials and Methods); however, these identifiers are not definitive
(Johnson and North, 1992; Jones and Kauer, 1999; Ungless et al.,
2004; Margolis et al., 2006; Luo et al., 2008; Brischoux et al.,
2009). We addressed this issue by identifying several recorded
neurons as DA or non-DA using juxtacellular and immunocyto-
chemical labeling. This labeling confirmed that the multiple cri-
teria we used for identifying DA neurons were largely accurate in
identifying DA neurons. We are confident, therefore, that our

results are valid for a large proportion of DA and non-DA cells in
VTA.

Conclusions
ORX neuronal activation and release has a multifaceted impact
on behavior. ORX profoundly influences both arousal (Sutcliffe
and de Lecea, 2002; Sakurai, 2007) and reward seeking (Aston-
Jones et al., 2009), and these functions are proposed to be regu-
lated by medial and lateral sets of orexin neurons, respectively
(Harris and Aston-Jones, 2006). The segregation between arousal
and reward seeking may not be absolute, and these two streams of
ORX-related processing may converge in VTA. By modulating
excitatory mPFC influences on DA neurons, ORX may permit
goal-directed, reward-driven behaviors when the animal is ap-
propriately aroused or motivated (Boutrel et al., 2010). Reward
seeking is influenced by arousal, and varies across the light/dark
cycle with heightened seeking during the active period (Roberts
et al., 2002; McClung, 2007; Webb et al., 2009). Our data indicate
that tonic ORX in VTA facilitates mPFC-evoked responses, par-
ticularly during the active period. This permissive effect may be
important for general waking behavior. Our data additionally
lead us to speculate that phasic ORX release evoked by stimuli
associated with salient rewards drives goal-directed behaviors, at
least in part, by additionally enhancing mPFC control over DA
neurons. Orexin, therefore, might act as a contextual agent whereby
highly arousing or salient events or stimuli, through enhanced re-
lease of ORX into VTA, strengthen PFC-DA communication. This
strengthened communication may facilitate motivated behavior and
learning whereby the cues or plans represented in PFC produce en-
hanced dopamine release, reinforcing behaviors related to specific
stimuli. This hypothesis aligns equally well with multiple theories of
the role of the DA system, such as in reward prediction or salience
signaling (Montague et al., 1996; Schultz, 2007; Redgrave et al.,
2008). Results of our study, therefore, are consistent with a view that
the ORX system functions at the interface between arousal and mo-
tivation. By impacting mPFC excitation of DA neurons, ORX may
provide a means for plans and goals to drive reward-seeking behav-
ior in an adaptive arousal context.
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